LONDON & PROVINCIAL COLLIE CLUB
SUB GROUP CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW. SUNDAY 20TH NOVEMBER 2016.

ROUGH COLLIE BITCHES I wish to thank the committee for giving me the opportunity of judging here today and my excellent
steward for her assistance. I found the quality in most classes to be good, open in particular where some lovely bitches went card
less. Presentation of coats was excellent, but please don’t forget the teeth. A special thank you to all the exhibitors for their entries
and sportsmanship.

Veteran (5,1)
1.

Simmons’ CH. TREEVIEW LOVE TO TRENLEY. Eye catching s/w lady of 9 years. with a very sweet eye and
expression, clean balanced head, very good ear placement and flat skull, good reach of neck, shoulder depth and spring
of rib and level top-line She has excellent angulation.and a lovely feminine outline, shown in full well presented coat.
Moved very well to take this quality class.

2.

Clark’s BUESEZ1 BIJOU AVEC DERBPARK JW B/M of 9 years in well presented coat of good colour. Very sweet
eye and expression, good ear placement and balance of head. Feminine well made body with good reach of neck, depth,
& spring of rib, good bone and neat feet. Moved very well.

3.

Hawkins’ CH. BRILYN FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

Minor Puppy (9,4)
1.

BP, BPIB, BPIS. Randall’s FATA TURCHINA LADNAR DI CAMBIANO (IMP ITA) Very promising B/M of 8
months. Super balanced head with a very sweet eye and expression, moulded muzzle, ears well placed and used to
advantage. Good reach of neck, shoulder placement and depth of rib. Lovely feminine body shape, with good angulation
and level top-line. In well presented fitting coat of good colour. Moved very well with good length of stride.

2.

Hawkins’ BRILYN LOVES THE DIFFERENCE Very pretty S/W of 7½ months. in gleaming well presented coat.
Lovely dark eye of correct size and shape and well placed ears on her flat skull giving a very sweet expression. Good
reach of neck, shoulder and depth of rib. Well angulated rear assembly. Moved well just preferred the length of stride of
winner.

3.

Murray’s BELOREEN STARLITE

Puppy (6,4 +1 withdrawn)
1.

Baker’s MARTLESE AZURE MINE AT ALBAKIN 11½ month B/M in good coat and condition. Nice head, eye and
expression, flat skull with well placed ears, used well. Good neck, rib and length of body, at that in-between stage at the
moment. Moved well in both directions.
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Junior (8,4)
1.

Philpin’s SASSARI SNOW SHIMMER FOR TUDORLYN. B/M of 17 months. Very sweet eye and expression,
correct stop, flat skull and rounded muzzle. Good reach of neck, shoulder and depth of rib. Well made feminine body
with good length of back. Well presented clear blue coat. Moved very well.

2.

Plank’s RIVERSIDE SONG HAPPY ENDING FOR RAYVEL (IMP ROM) Pretty S/W of 12 months. Very sweet
eye and good expression, moulded foreface and rounded muzzle, good ear placement and flat skull. Lovely reach of neck
and well made body with good rib and angulation. Good rear muscle tone and movement.

3.

Brown’s FRIDENS SIMPLY SPECIAL II WITH MERTRISA (IMP RUS)

Novice (5,3)
1.

FATA TURCHINA LADNAR DI CAMBIANO (IMP ITA)

2.

Gallagher’s GEMHEID REBEKAH. Lovely 11½ month S/W puppy with a really pleasing outline, she is a little bigger
throughout than winner, but still feminine with very nice eye, ear placement and flat skull, giving a pleasing expression.
Good reach of neck, shoulder placement and depth of rib. Well presented fitting coat. Moved well.

Yearling (6,1)
1.

Lockyer’s GATAJ FAIRYTALE SURPRISE This shaded S/W has the sweetest dark eye of lovely size, shape and set,
giving that melting expression. Very nice clean balanced head with good ear placement, flat skull, good under jaw.
Strong arched neck on well made body, good angulation front and rear. Well presented, fitting coat. Very light easy
movement.

2.

Flower’s SERENLAS KEEPING FAITH. Tri of 17 months shown in gleaming condition, dark eye of correct shape
and set giving a very pleasing expression. Neat well placed ears used to advantage, flat skull and slight stop, filled
foreface and rounded muzzle. Good reach of neck, shoulder and rib giving lovely feminine body outline. Moved well.

3.

Margetts’ COLLINGVALE CREME ANGLAISE JW

Graduate (5,2)
1.

CC. BOB, BIS. Randall’s LADNAR INKHEART. Striking Tri of 20 months, in sparkling coat that fitted her well
made body. Her head is clean with beautiful dark almond shape eye, correctly set, good stop, filled foreface, flat skull
and well placed ears. Strong arched neck and good shoulder. Super feminine outline with good depth of rib, length of
back and angulation. Moved very well with strong drive and good forward reach allowing easy flowing strides.

2.

Philpin’s TUDORLYN FAIRY DUST S/W of 2½ years in attractive well presented coat. Nice eye and sweet
expression, correct stop, good ear placement, flat skull, moulded muzzle and good under-jaw. Good reach of neck and
body shape. Moved well

3.

Blackmoor’s DERBYPARK DAME EDNA AT MAGENTA
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Post Graduate (7,3)
1.

R,CC Geddes’ INGLEDENE FROST AT NITE. 3 year old Tri. with beautifully balanced head, correctly set dark eye,
good stop and flat skull. Well filled foreface and rounded muzzle, strong under-jaw and bite. Very well made with good
depth and spring of rib, lay of shoulder and length of body. In hard condition and well presented. Good angulation, bone,
and neat feet enabled her to move away with drive and good forward reach.

2.

Flowers’ SERENLAS OBSESSION 3 year old shaded S/W. Clean balanced head with dark almond shape eye, slight
stop, and smooth rounded muzzle. Neat well placed ears on her flat skull she has a stunning expression. Excellent reach
of neck, shoulder placement, depth and spring of rib, together with a lovely feminine body outline and good angulation.
Moved quite well, but not really happy to stride out on the matting, such a shame as I thought she was lovely.

3.

Jackson’s SASSARI SEA SHIMMER

Mid-Limit (7,3)
1.

Tame’s RAHLISSA LOVE SONG JW S/W of 2½ years with a pleasing body shape and well presented coat. Level top
line, good depth and spring of rib, angulation, good round bone and neat feet. Pretty balanced head with sweet dark eye,
slight stop and flat skull. Used her well placed ears to advantage. Moved very well with light easy gate.

2.

Margetts’ COLLINGVALE CHARDONNAY Another pretty S/W. 3 years old and nicely matured. Was splitting hairs
in this class. Gorgeous dark well set eye giving a very appealing expression. Nice balanced head with well placed ears
and flat skull. Feminine outline and well presented coat. Good angles and deep sprung rib. Moved very well, as did all
shown from this kennel.

3.

Patterson’s TREVIEW PROMISE TO BOOGIE

Limit (7,3)
1.

Lockyer’s GATAJ WELCOME WITH A KISS. B/M of 3 years. Lovely clear silvery blue coat, well presented and
fitting her shapely body. Soft gentle expression from her very sweet eye, clean balanced head and good ear carriage.
Good reach of neck, depth and spring of rib and length of back. Well angulated, good bone and neat feet. Moved very
well with good drive and forward reach.

2.

Muir’s RAYAWNA’S WINTER SOLSTICE. Eye catching Tri of 4 years. Super eye and expression, filled foreface
and moulded muzzle. Lovely reach of neck, depth and spring of rib. Shapely feminine body with good angulation and
level top line. Beautifully presented and in good hard condition. Moved very well just preferred the length of stride of 1.

3.

Rutterford’s TREEVIEW TELL NO SECRETS OF KELBEWOOD
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Open (16,5)
1.

Muir’s TIGANLEA FAIRY TAIL . Golden S/W of 3 years. Very sweet eye, clean balanced head with neat ears well
placed and used to full advantage, giving a melting expression. Very good reach of neck, shoulder, depth and spring of
rib. Shapely feminine outline with correct top line and angulation. In full very well presented coat. Moved very well to
take this very strong class.

2.

Lockyer’s GATAJ WILLOW OF SURPRISES. 6 year old shaded S/W. Very pretty, slightly shorter head with the
most gorgeous dark eye and expression. Filled foreface and rounded muzzle, flat skull with good ear placement and
carriage. Good neck, shoulder and rib. Beautiful feminine outline, well angulated and with a level top line. Superbly
presented as were all from this kennel. Moved very well.

3.

Hull’s LIZMARK GOLD NUGGET

4.

Best Veteran Bitch. Blake’s MEJOLA MY BLUE HEAVEN FOR CORYDON. 7 year old B/M.

Jane Gay (Judge)
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